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Abstract

We investigate the evolution of the suprathermal (ST) proton population as interplanetary shocks cross 1 au. The
variability of the ST proton intensities and energy spectra upstream of the shocks is analyzed in terms of the shock
parameters, upstream magnetic field configurations, and preexisting upstream populations. Propitious conditions
for the observation of ST particles at distances far upstream from the shock occur in parallel shock configurations
when particles can easily escape from the shock vicinity. In this situation, ST intensity enhancements show onsets
characterized by velocity dispersion effects and energy spectra that develop into a “hump” profile peaking around
∼10 keV just before the arrival of the shock. The observation of field-aligned proton beams at low energies
(5–10 keV) is possible under conditions that facilitate the scatter-free propagation of the particles streaming out of
the shock. Upstream of perpendicular shocks, ST intensity enhancements are only observed in close proximity to
the shock. Power-law proton spectra develop downstream of the shocks. The functional form for the downstream
phase-space density proportional to v−5 is observed only over a limited range of ST energies. The absence of ST
populations observed far upstream of interplanetary shocks raises questions about whether ST protons contribute as
a seed particle population in the processes of particle acceleration at shocks.

Key words: acceleration of particles – interplanetary medium – shock waves – solar wind

1. Introduction

Enhancements of energetic particle intensities associated
with the passage of interplanetary (IP) shocks have been
historically termed energetic storm particle (ESP) events
(Bryant et al. 1962). Energetic particles in ESP events result
from processes of particle acceleration at shocks (e.g.,
Lee 2005; Giacalone 2012, and references therein) and/or in
the compressed turbulent region formed behind the shocks
(e.g., van Nes et al. 1985; Fisk & Gloeckler 2012; Zank et al.
2015). The acceleration of energetic particles may start as soon
as the shocks form close to the Sun and continue as the shocks
pass the spacecraft (e.g., Lario et al. 1998, 2017). Scattering by
self-excited magnetic field fluctuations upstream of the shock,
as well as by field fluctuations in the turbulent medium
downstream of the shock, have been suggested as mechanisms
necessary for the efficient confinement of particles in the shock
vicinity (e.g., Lee 1983, 2005). The observation of these
previously accelerated particles, together with particles accel-
erated at the time of the shock passage, constitute the intensity
enhancement seen in ESP events.

The origins of the seed particle populations for the particle
acceleration mechanisms at traveling shocks are still under
debate. Possible origins include thermal solar wind particles,
preexisting suprathermal (ST) ions, and/or a mixture of both
(e.g., Desai et al. 2016; Desai & Giacalone 2016, and references
therein). The efficiency of a given shock in accelerating particles
is determined not only by the properties of the shock but also by
the nature of the upstream particle distributions that the traveling
shock encounters (e.g., Giacalone 2005). The efficiency of
particle acceleration in the downstream region of the shocks also
depends on the plasma properties of that region (e.g., the

existence of solar wind compressions; Fisk & Gloeckler 2012).
The lower the energy of the particles, the more prominent
the ESP enhancements observed around shocks (Lario et al.
2003). Therefore, the characterization of the particle populations,
from thermal to high energies, upstream and downstream of
the shocks, is required in order to determine the seed particle
populations and the effects that the shocks produce on these
populations.
In this paper, we analyze the evolution of the ST and high-

energy proton populations across IP shocks. We denote the ST
population as those protons that, when plotting particle
intensities as a function of energy, form a tail at energies
above the quasi-Gaussian function that best describes the
thermal component (usually above a few keV). By energetic
population, we denote those protons detected by energetic
particle instrumentation (usually above ∼50 keV). Although
artificial, this distinction allows us to discuss the capability of
space instrumentation to measure both populations during the
passage of IP shocks. In this paper, we analyze the continuity
of the energy spectra between the ST regime (at energies
50 keV) and the energetic particle regime (at energies
50 keV) for IP shocks measured at ∼1 au from the Sun.
Prior attempts to analyze the evolution of the ST proton

population and its relationship with high-energy populations in
transient IP shocks have been very limited. Frank (1970) was
the first to report IP proton energy spectra in the energy range
5keV E50 keV upstream of shocks showing a broad
energy distribution with a peak around ∼15 keV and
diminishing toward low (∼6 keV) and high (∼40 keV) energies
(see Figure 2 in Frank 1970). Gosling et al. (1981) combined
data from two different instruments on board the International
Sun-Earth Explorers ISEE-2 and ISEE-3 to construct proton
energy spectra from thermal energies to ∼1.6 MeV in the
downstream region of an IP shock. The smooth continuity of
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the energy spectrum was suggested as evidence of an ESP
population being accelerated directly out of the solar wind
thermal population or from a quiescent ST tail. However,
Gosling et al. (1981) did not discuss the evolution of these
populations prior to the shock passage.

Later, Gosling et al. (1984) used ISEE-1 and ISEE-3
instrumentation to study the presence of upstream ions at IP
shocks at energies below ∼35 keV. They found that only seven
out of the 17 IP shocks studied had detectable upstream shock-
associated STs, and only three of them had intensities that were
sufficient to perform quantitative analysis. The intensity of
upstream ST ions did not appear to be controlled by the local
values of either the magnetosonic Mach number (Mms) or the
angle between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic
field (θBn), though the shocks for which ST ions were not
detected had Mms  1.6. For the three events with high enough
intensities, the observed flux of upstream ions increased
monotonically closer to the shock, and the distributions were
roughly isotropic in the solar wind frame, with the exception of
one event in which field-aligned flow away from the shock was
observed, although the beam did not exhibit a well-defined
peak in velocity space clearly separated from the solar wind
beam (see Figure 5 in Gosling et al. 1984). The connection
between ion populations below ∼35 keV and higher-energy ion
populations was not established.

Ogilvie et al. (1993) used ion data from the Solar Wind Ion
Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) on board the Ulysses
spacecraft (Gloeckler et al. 1992) in the ecliptic plane at
heliocentric distances between 1.33 and 3.14 au to determine
the presence of high-velocity tails in the velocity distribution of
protons. These tails extended up to ∼1200 km s−1 in the
spacecraft frame of reference (i.e., ∼7.5 keV) and were
observed following the passage of shocks. At these energies,
the proton distributions were nearly isotropic in the spacecraft
frame. These authors stated that there was no detailed
correspondence between the presence of ST tails and intense
solar energetic particle (SEP) fluxes at energies 50 keV,
concluding that ST tails in the downstream region of shocks
were not due to an increase of SEP fluxes but rather to
acceleration from the ambient solar wind.

Tokar et al. (2000) studied the evolution of ∼700 eV/q to
∼3 keV/q ions in an IP shock observed by the Solar Wind
Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM; McComas
et al. 1998) on board the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) to determine the presence of an upstream proton field–
aligned beam at energies 2.5 keV. The connection with
higher-energy particles was established just by confirming that
this shock also exhibited ion intensity enhancements up to
∼100 keV, but the spectral transition from ∼3 to ∼45 keV was
not studied.

Fisk & Gloeckler (2012) studied the evolution of ST tails
around IP shocks measured by the SWICS instrument on board
ACE (Gloeckler et al. 1998). They integrated proton intensities
over the speed range from ∼500 to 2000 km s−1 and used 1 hr
averages to show that, downstream of IP shocks and/or when
solar wind compression regions are formed, the intensity of the
ST tails enhances, and, only when the ST tail density is high,
the energy spectra of the differential flux j(E) tend to be a
power law close to E−1.5 (or v−5 when expressed in terms of
the phase-space density f (v)). Ahead of the shock, the energy
spectra might exhibit complex forms with multiple components
that might result from local acceleration of particles but also

from their transport from downstream of the shocks to
upstream (Fisk & Gloeckler 2014). However, a detailed
discussion of the evolution of the ST population from upstream
to downstream was not offered.
Finally, Kajdič et al. (2017) used measurements from the two

ARTEMIS satellites orbiting the Moon to identify different
types of ion distributions that may exist upstream of a single IP
shock (in analogy with those usually observed upstream of the
Earth’s bow shock; e.g., Gosling et al. 1978; Thomsen 1985).
Field-aligned beams were observed upstream of an IP shock
(∼60 minutes before the shock crossing) with energies that
extended from ∼20 to ∼190 keV in the spacecraft frame of
reference. As the shock approached the spacecraft, the ion
distributions intensified and became more diffuse around the
magnetic field direction (see Figure 3 in Kajdič et al. 2017).
Gosling (1983) suggested that the observation of field-aligned
beams of low-energy ions upstream of IP shocks, such as the
one reported by Kajdič et al. (2017), is quite difficult. The large
extension of IP shocks allows spacecraft to establish magnetic
connection with the shock for long-lasting periods. Ion
distributions in ESP events are constituted not only of particles
locally accelerated but also of particles accelerated at earlier
stages. Particles leaving the shock may encounter and be
scattered by magnetic perturbations generated further upstream,
resulting in diffuse distributions (as opposite to field-aligned
beams) that are usually observed in ESP events (Gosling 1983;
Wilson et al. 2009; Blanco-Cano et al. 2016).
Here we report measurements of ST and high-energy protons

by the ACE and Wind spacecraft during the passage of IP
shocks. The observation of these populations depends on the
capability of the instruments on board these spacecraft to detect
particle populations of a given intensity and angular distribu-
tion. The sensitivity and fields of view of the instruments are
not always capable of discerning the different types of particle
velocity-space distributions that may exist upstream of IP
shocks (e.g., Gosling 1983; Kajdič et al. 2017), but they allow
us to distinguish how an ST population evolves during the
passage of an IP shock. We distinguish (1) shocks for which
the ST population intensifies first at high energies and later at
lower energies nearer the shock showing velocity dispersion,
(2) shocks for which the intensity increase is only observed at
low energies (10 keV), and (3) shocks for which there is no
significant enhancement of the ST population before the shock
passage. In case (1), we use the term “velocity dispersion” in
the sense that an upstream ion distribution that may be quasi-
steady in the shock frame with high energies extending further
upstream of the shock will, when viewed in the spacecraft
frame, appear to show velocity dispersion as the spacecraft
penetrates further into the pre-shock region toward the shock.
We discuss how these different types of ST evolution depend
on both the large-scale magnetic field configuration upstream
of the shock and the ability of the particles to escape from the
vicinity of the shock.

2. Observations

We use energetic particle data from the ACE and Wind
spacecraft. A spin-stabilized spacecraft with the spin axis
pointing toward the Sun to within ±20°, ACE occupies a halo
orbit about the L1 Earth–Sun liberation point. Wind is a spin-
stabilized spacecraft with the spin axis pointing toward the
south ecliptic pole. During the time intervals analyzed in this
article, Wind, which moved throughout a variety of positions
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Table 1
Parameters of the Selected Shocks Observed by ACE (A) and Wind (W) as Provided by the List of Disturbances and Transients Observed by ACE, the Database of Shock Waves at ishocks.fi, and the CfA Interplanetary

Shock Database

Shock Time ACE Transient Lista ipshocks.fib CfA Shock List (RH08)c

(SC Year/Day/UT) [doy] rn rb Vs MA θBn rn rb Vs Mms θBn rn rb Vs Mms θBn

A 2001/023/10:06:36
[023.4212]

3.1±1.6 1.0±0.8 532±32 2.8±1.0 03±41 4.4±0.8 1.8±0.5 418±357 1.9±1.9 56±52 5.0±0.8 1.4±0.6 582±17 2.9±0.3 19±08

W 2001/023/10:49:36
[023.4511]

L L L L L 1.8±2.0 2.3±0.5 672±379 3.6±4.8 22±16 3.2±0.4 2.4±0.1 615±18 3.2±0.3 32±03

A 2002/198/15:26:14
[198.6432]

2.6±0.2 2.2±0.6 493±40 2.2±0.4 35±12 2.8±0.7 2.5±0.3 524±72 2.0±0.7 16±35 2.7±0.5 2.5±4.4 379±16 0.8±0.1 62±21

W 2002/198/15:55:33
[198.6636]

L L L L L 3.8±0.7 2.2±0.3 407±290 1.0±1.5 64±84 3.1±0.7 2.3±0.2 505±18 2.2±0.1 29±10

A 2001/304/12:53:12
[304.5369]

2.1±0.3 1.7±0.9 458±58 2.7±0.7 39±25 2.4±0.6 1.9±0.1 455±24 2.0±0.4 19±05 2.5±0.7 1.9±0.2 447±28 2.2±0.1 25±02

W 2001/304/13:46:57
[304.5743]

L L L L L 3.0±0.4 1.5±0.2 415±23 2.1±0.3 14±17 3.1±0.2 1.7±0.1 417±09 2.4±0.1 12±02

A 2003/308/05:59:32
[308.2497]

3.1±1.1 2.4±0.6 779±34 4.4±0.7 43±4 3.8±1.0 2.8±0.6 491±695 2.7±2.8 22±59 L L L L L

W 2003/308/06:46:01
[308.2819]

L L L L L L L L L L 7.9±2.2 2.8±0.8 762±18 2.7±0.3 64±12

A 2001/118/04:31:59
[118.1889]

3.7±0.8 3.7±0.7 905±59 5.9±1.0 88±02 2.2±0.4 2.4±0.3 992±91 5.0±1.0 86±14 3.3±0.7 3.0±2.4 906±58 4.6±0.4 90±04

W 2001/118/05:00:15
[118.2085]

L L L L L 1.2±0.9 1.5±0.9 1679±4663 12.6±48 48±58 3.1±1.4 3.0±0.2 933±174 4.9±0.3 52±08

Notes.
a www.ssg.sr.unh.edu/mag/ace/ACElists/obs_list.html.
b ipshocks.fi/(Kilpua et al. 2015).
c www.cfa.harvard.edu/shocks/ using the method RH08 (Koval & Szabo 2008).
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around Earth, was immersed in the solar wind regime. We will
use particle data measured by SWICS on board ACE (Gloeckler
et al. 1998), the Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (EPAM)
on board ACE (Gold et al. 1998), and the Three-Dimensional
Plasma and Energetic Particle Investigation (3DP) on board
Wind (Lin et al. 1995).

ACE/SWICS is a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer
with electrostatic deflection. Using a combination of electro-
static deflection, a linear time of flight, and an energy
measurement, SWICS measures the mass, charge, and energy
of entering ions. After a particle has passed the instrument
collimator, it enters the electrostatic analyzer. The analyzer is
stepped through 60 logarithmic steps from ∼100 to ∼0.5 kV
every 12 minutes. ACE/SWICS has a nearly stationary field of
view (integrated over a spacecraft spin and energy scanning
period of 12 minutes) pointing nearly radially and sampling a
nearly constant section of the sky. The SWICS instrument on
ACE is the improved flight spare unit of the original SWICS
that traveled on board the Ulysses spacecraft (Gloeckler et al.
1992). Details of the ACE/SWICS field of view, sensitivity,
ion species distinction, and energy range covered can be found
in Gloeckler et al. (1998) and Berger (2008).

ACE/EPAM was the flight spare instrument of the Helio-
sphere Instrument for Spectra, Composition, and Anisotropy at
Low Energies (HI-SCALE) on board Ulysses (Lanzerotti et al.
1992) and is composed of five telescope apertures of three
different types. The Low Energy Magnetic Spectrometers,
LEMS120 and LEMS30, of EPAM are dedicated to monitoring
low-energy (46 keV–4.8 MeV) ions separated into eight energy
channels (Gold et al. 1998). The LEMS30 (LEMS120) points
at 30° (120°) from the spacecraft spin axis. Therefore, the
LEMS30 system looks nearly into the solar wind, and
LEMS120 looks mostly in the anti-sunward direction. In
general, LEMS30 observes a higher intensity than LEMS120,
which looks away from the solar wind. The differences caused
by the Compton–Getting effect are significant for detailed
studies when high time resolution and angular distributions are
required (e.g., Lario et al. 2004). Some troublesome solar X-ray
influences in the LEMS30 detector are present at times. For
channels P1 (46–67 keV) and P2 (67–115 keV) of LEMS30,
but also for channels P3–P8 in several cases, the sectors on the
sunward side of the rotation are clearly contaminated by solar
X-rays and omitted when computing spin averages (hiscale.
ftecs.com). Contamination by high-energy particles penetrating
the instrument, occurring mainly at the onset of SEP events,
might also contaminate the low-energy channels of both
LEMS30 and LEMS120 (Marhavilas et al. 2015). Besides,
the LEMS30 P1 channel has no data since day 327 of 2001,
and P2 has no data since day 302 of 2003 (Haggerty et al.
2006). Gloeckler et al. (1995) combined Ulysses/SWICS with
Ulysses/HI-SCALE data to construct proton energy spectra
from thermal solar wind energies up to ∼5 MeV. These authors
showed that HI-SCALE responded mostly to protons and that
no ad hoc adjustment was required to bring the SWICS and HI-
SCALE intensities into agreement.

Wind/3DP consists of six different detector arrays. In
particular, we will use data from the ion electrostatic analyzer
(PESA) that measures ions at 15 different energies from as
low as 80 eV to as high as 30 keV (typical range in the solar
wind is 500 eV to 28 keV). This electrostatic analyzer, called

PESA-High (PESA-H), is mounted on a small boom, allowing
for an almost unobstructed field of view of the 4π sky and
hence allowing us to generate pitch-angle distributions (e.g.,
Wilson et al. 2010). The detector has a relatively high threshold
at low energies, making it difficult to detect background ions
below 500 km s−1 (E1.5 keV) unless there is a well-defined
peak. In other words, below 500 km s−1, the one-count level of
the detector, which scales as E−2, are too high to observe the
particles often found in this energy range, which makes the
observation of the solar wind thermal core difficult. Reflected
UV light contributes also to producing a background instru-
mental intensity. At high speeds, PESA-H may also respond to
penetrating higher-energy particles that contribute, in the most
intense events, to the background intensity observed well
before the arrival of shocks. During the passage of shocks
associated with intense ESP components, PESA-H registers
intensity increases above these background intensities that
correspond to ions of the expected energy (i.e., ∼3 to
∼28 keV). Wind/3DP high-energy (>30 keV) ion data come
from the Open Solid State Telescope (SST-O) that measures
ions with energies up to 6MeV (Lin et al. 1995). The SST-O
uses a common broom magnet to sweep away electrons below
∼400 keV while leaving the protons relatively unaffected
(Lin et al. 1995). Thus, in the absence of any higher-energy
(penetrating) particles, the SST-O counts only ions. Neither
Wind/3DP/PESA-H nor Wind/3DP/SST-O distinguish among
protons, alphas, and other ion species.
In order to identify the shock passages and plasma properties

upstream and downstream of the shocks, we use magnetic field
data from the Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) on ACE (Smith
et al. 1998) and Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI; Lepping
et al. 1995) onWind, together with data from SWEPAM on ACE
(McComas et al. 1998) and the Solar Wind Experiment (SWE)
on Wind (Ogilvie et al. 1995).
We have selected five IP shocks of different characteristics that

illustrate the different evolution that the ST proton population
exhibits around shocks. Table 1 lists the main shock parameters of
the shocks selected in this study. We specify the time of the shock
passage by ACE (A) andWind (W) identified using magnetic field
data. Shock parameters are obtained from the list of disturbances
and transients observed by ACE, available at www.ssg.sr.unh.
edu/mag/ace/ACElists/obs_list.html; the Database of Helio-
spheric Shock Waves generated by the University of Helsinki at
ipshocks.fi (Kilpua et al. 2015); and the Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics (CfA) Interplanetary Shock Database at
www.cfa.harvard.edu/shocks/ using the method RH08 described
in Szabo (1994) and Koval & Szabo (2008). In particular, we list
the density compression ratio rn, the magnetic field compression
ratio rb, the shock speed in the spacecraft frame of reference Vs,
the Alfvénic Mach number MA, the fast magnetosonic Mach
number Mms, and the angle between the normal to the shock and
the upstream magnetic field θBn. The disparity of criteria applied
to choose the regions representative of the upstream and
downstream media and of the precise method used to compute
the shock parameters may lead to different results. Additionally,
Szabo et al. (2001) analyzed IP shocks observed by ACE, Wind,
and IMP-8 and found that with large interspacecraft separation,
large angular deviation between individual shock normals was
possible, implying different shock parameters from one spacecraft
to another. Therefore, it is not surprising that the same method
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applied to the shock observed at two different locations or the
same shock using two different methods provides different shock
parameters.

2.1. Events with Upstream ST Proton Population Increasing
First at High Energies

2.1.1. The Shock on Day 2001/023

The left panels of Figure 1 show, as a function of time,
(a) ACE/SWICS proton data in its 60 energy channels
expressed as function of 1/v, where v is the proton speed
(1/v=0.5 s Mm−1 corresponds to E∼20 keV, 1/v=1.0 s
Mm−1 to E∼5 keV, and 1/v=1.5 s Mm−1 to E∼2.3 keV);
(b) differential proton intensities for three ACE/SWICS
channels artificially generated by adding counts over the
indicated energy ranges and assuming isotropic distributions
(orange, red, and black lines) and spin-averaged differential ion
intensities measured in three energy channels of ACE/EPAM/
LEMS120 (blue and purple lines); (c)–(e) solar wind proton
speed, density, and temperature measured by ACE/SWEPAM;
(f)–(h) magnetic field magnitude, elevation, and azimuth angle
in the radial–tangential–normal (RTN) coordinate system as
measured by ACE/MAG; and (i) the angle ALPHA, defined as
the angle between the radial direction and the magnetic field
vector. The vertical solid line identifies the passage of the
shock by the ACE spacecraft. Figure 1(a) shows that prior to
the passage of the shock (starting on day ∼23.2), ACE/SWICS
intensities started to increase at the highest energies it can
detect (i.e., E∼80 keV). As the shock approached, the
intensity increase was observed at lower energies, but just up
to 1/v=1.1 s Mm−1 or E∼4 keV at the time of the shock
passage. We have indicated in Figure 1(a) with a diagonal
white dashed line the proton intensity increase observed by
ACE/SWICS prior to the shock arrival, suggesting that
particles arrived at ACE with signatures of velocity dispersion.
At higher energies (>50 keV), ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 ion
intensities gradually increased as the shock approached,
reaching a peak just after the shock passage.

Figure 1(i) shows that starting on day ∼23.0, the angle
ALPHA oscillated around ∼90° until day ∼23.15, when it
acquired values around ∼135°; then, on day ∼23.35 (still
upstream of the shock), it reached values close to 180°. If the
ST protons observed prior to the shock passage are particles
flowing along magnetic field lines, the measurement of these
particles by ACE/SWICS is favored when the magnetic field is
directed along the field of view of the instrument, i.e., when the
field is close to the radial direction. Therefore, the favorable
field configuration for ACE/SWICS to observe ST particles
moving along the field is when the angle ALPHA is close to
either 0° or 180°, whereas perpendicular configurations
(ALPHA∼90°) are unfavorable to detect particles streaming
along the magnetic field. Note that ALPHA reached values
close to ∼180° for a short period of time before day ∼23.0 (i.e.,
10 hr before the shock passage), but ACE/SWICS did not
detect any ST intensity increase. Presumably, the shock was
too distant from the spacecraft, and the foreshock ST particle
region was not so extended as to be observed by ACE/SWICS
above its sensitivity level. One might argue that ACE/SWICS
observed only upstream ST protons close to the shock when
ALPHA acquired values close to either 0° or 180°. For this
reason, we add Wind/3DP/PESA-H observations that allow a
scan of the sky broader than that done by the stationary field of

view of ACE/SWICS. The disadvantage is the PESA-H does
not distinguish among ion species and has an elevated
instrumental background that hinders the measurements of
weak signals.
The right panels of Figure 1 show, as a function of time, (j)

spin-averaged ion differential intensities measured by Wind/
3DP/PESA-H (top seven lines) and Wind/3DP/SST-O
(bottom nine lines), (k)–(m) solar wind proton speed, density,
and temperature measured by Wind/SWE, and (n)–(p)
magnetic field magnitude, elevation, and azimuth angles in
the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system as
measured by Wind/MFI. Figure 1(q) details the evolution of
ST intensity pitch-angle anisotropies around the shock passage;
in particular, it shows 10.5 keV ion intensities measured by
Wind/3DP/PESA-H transformed into the solar wind frame of
reference binned in eight pitch angles (the values of the pitch-
angle cosine μ are color-coded and listed in the figure; reddish
lines correspond to pitch-angle cosines μ∼−1, whereas
greenish lines correspond to pitch-angle cosines μ∼1).
Similar to ACE/SWICS, Wind/3DP/PESA-H observed a
gradual increase starting around ∼23.2 and only at energies
5 keV, whereas SST-O exhibited a gradual increase for
energies 800 keV peaking just downstream of the shock.
Figure 1(q) shows weak anisotropy, where particles with
μ∼−1 dominated over those with μ∼0 or 1 (considering the
upstream magnetic field polarity fGSE∼0°, negative pitch-
angle cosines indicate particles moving anti-sunward). There-
fore, the particle enhancement just before the shock arrival was
preponderant in the field-aligned direction, although it was
observed for all pitch angles.
The top row of Figure 2 shows the proton energy spectra

observed by ACE/SWICS (orange and red dots) and the spin-
averaged ion energy spectra as observed by ACE/EPAM/
LEMS120 (blue dots) and ACE/EPAM/LEMS30 (gray dots)
at different times around the passage of the shock. The orange
and red dots distinguish those ACE/SWICS data points in the
thermal and ST regimes, respectively. The green dashed line
indicates the one-count level of ACE/SWICS in the ST regime.
The differential fluxes from ACE/SWICS plotted in Figure 2
have been computed assuming isotropic proton distributions.
Each panel contains a 12 minute period in which ACE/SWICS
scanned all energies sampled by this instrument. The label in
each panel indicates the initial time (in units of fractional day)
of each one of these 12 minute intervals (ACE/EPAM data
have been averaged over this 12 minute interval). At the bottom
of each panel, we indicate the time in minutes remaining for the
passage of the shock (negative values) or lagging the shock
passage (positive values). We should indicate that ACE/
SWICS was not designated to measure the thermal component
of the solar wind protons, and therefore there can be some
differences between this component of the spectra and the solar
wind parameters obtained from ACE/SWEPAM measure-
ments. The top row of Figure 2 shows that the ST portion of the
energy spectrum (red dots) was gradually populated as the
shock approached, starting at high energies and exhibiting a
bump peaking around ∼10 keV just before the arrival of the
shock (indicated by the black arrow in Figure 2(e)). Figure 2(f)
covers a 12 minute interval that starts upstream but spans a
large fraction of the downstream region, whereas Figure 2(g)
completely spans the downstream region. The smooth
continuity of the spectra between ACE/SWICS and ACE/
EPAM measurements in the downstream region indicates the
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Figure 1. (a) ACE/SWICS proton data as a function of 1/v, where v is the particle velocity. (b) Proton intensities as measured by SWICS in artificial generated
channels (red, orange, and black lines) and 12 minute averaged ion intensities measured by ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 (blue and purple lines). The ACE/SWICS proton
differential fluxes have been computed assuming isotropic intensities. Solar wind proton (c) speed, (d) density, and (e) temperature measured by ACE/SWEPAM.
Magnetic field (f) magnitude, (g) elevation, and (h) azimuth angles in the spacecraft-centered RTN coordinate system measured by ACE/MAG. (i) Angle ALPHA
between the magnetic field vector and the radial direction. (j) Ion intensities measured byWind/3DP/PESA-H (top lines) andWind/3DP/SST-O (bottom lines). Solar
wind proton (k) speed, (l) density, and (m) temperature measured by Wind/SWE. Magnetic field (n) magnitude, (o) elevation, and (p) azimuth angles in the GSE
coordinate system measured by Wind/MFI. (q) The ∼10.5 keV ion intensities for different pitch-angle cosines (μ) as measured by Wind/3DP/PESA-H. The vertical
lines indicate the passage of the IP shock.
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agreement between intensities measured by both instruments, at
least when particle distributions are isotropic, as expected in the
far downstream region of shocks. In the energy range
40–500 keV, the downstream energy spectrum approaches a
power law E− γ with index γ=2.14±0.23.

The bottom row of Figure 2 shows the spin-averaged ion
energy spectra observed by Wind/3DP/PESA-H (red dots) and
Wind/3DP/SST-O (blue dots) in the spacecraft frame of
reference. Similar to ACE/SWICS, PESA-H was not designed
to measure the thermal portion of the solar wind spectra, and
we have indicated this portion with red open circles. Each panel
covers 100 s of data starting with the time indicated in each
panel (in units of fractional day). Similar to the ACE/SWICS
energy spectra, the intensities started increasing above back-
ground at the highest energies of PESA-H (∼20 keV, indicated
by the black arrow in Figure 2(h)). As the shock approached,
the intensity enhancement gradually moved to lower energies,
reaching a peak at ∼6 keV just before the arrival of the shock
(indicated by the black arrow in Figure 2(m)). Downstream of
the shock (Figure 2(n)), the spectra smoothly concatenate
PESA-H and SST-O intensities. Between 40 and 500 keV, a
power law E− γ with slope γ=2.33±0.20 was a good

representation for the energy spectra downstream of the shock
and consistent with the index measured at ACE.
Despite the different locations of Wind and ACE and the

different properties of the shocks (Table 1), the ST particle
signatures were similar at both spacecraft. Both spacecraft
detected an upstream ST intensity enhancement with velocity
dispersion signatures and relatively weak anisotropies. The ST
energy spectra populated first at high energies, and as the shock
approached, a bump developed that, immediately before the
shock passage, peaked at ∼6–10 keV.

2.1.2. The Shock on Day 2002/198

The left panels of Figure 3 show, with the same format as
Figure 1, ACE data for the intense SEP event on day 198 of
2002. ACE/EPAM intensities kept increasing long before the
arrival of the shock (as part of the prompt component of the
SEP event) and peaked coinciding with the shock passage. In
contrast, ACE/SWICS intensities only increased ∼1 hr before
the shock arrival, starting first at the highest energies of ACE/
SWICS (∼50 keV). Low-energy proton intensities increased
only just before the shock arrival. Such an increase was
significant only at energies 5 keV. Throughout the upstream

Figure 2. (a)–(g) Energy spectra of proton intensities in the spacecraft frame of reference as measured by ACE/SWICS (orange and red dots) and of spin-averaged ion
intensities measured by ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 (blue dots) and ACE/EPAM/LEMS30 (gray dots) at different times before and after the passage of the shock. The
time in each panel (in units of fractional day of the year) indicates the initial time of the 12 minutes over which ACE/SWICS data have been collected and ACE/
EPAM averaged. The dashed green lines indicate the one-count level of ACE/SWICS in the ST energy regime. The thin orange lines indicate the error bar associated
with each point based on Poisson statistics. (h)–(n) Energy spectra of the spin-averaged ion intensities in the spacecraft frame of reference as measured byWind/3DP/
PESA-H (red dots) and Wind/3DP/SST-O (blue dots) at different times before and after the passage of the shock. The time in each panel (in units of fractional day of
the year) indicates the initial time of the 1 minute 40 s over which Wind/3DP data have been averaged. The time indicated at the bottom of each panel (in units of
minutes) is the time before (negative values) or after (positive values) the shock passage at each respective spacecraft.
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region, the angle ALPHA oscillated around ∼45°, which may
hinder the detectability of ST particles by ACE/SWICS. The
upstream ST proton enhancement did not coincide with a
sudden change of ALPHA.

The right panels of Figure 3 show, with the same format as
Figure 1, Wind data that exhibit very similar characteristics as
those from ACE. The PESA-H intensity enhancement started at
∼20 keV just ∼1 hr before the shock arrival, coinciding also

Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 but for the shock on day 198 of 2002.
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with the final upstream increase observed by SST-O at energies
below 1.5 MeV. We emphasize that the increase of ST particles
immediately before the shock coincided with a decrease of
solar wind density and magnetic field magnitude (indicated by
arrows in Figures 3(l) and (n)). Particle intensity enhancements
concurrent with solar wind density and magnetic field
depressions have previously been observed in ESP events
where there is a balance between the sum of the thermal and
magnetic field pressures and the pressure exerted by energetic
particles (Lario et al. 2015). Figure 3(q) shows that the final
upstream increase of ∼20 keV ions was relatively anisotropic.
Note that the polarity of the magnetic field was outward along
the nominal Parker spiral direction (fGSE=135°); hence, the
dominant intensities were observed at pitch-angle cosines
μ∼1, as indicated by the greenish lines in Figure 3(q) (i.e.,
particles flowing in the anti-sunward direction along the
magnetic field).

Figure 4 shows, with the same format as Figure 2, the evolution
of the energy spectra around the shock passage. Similar to the
event shown in Figure 2, the ST population starts increasing at
high energies (black arrow in Figures 2(b) and (i)) but now
starting just ∼45minutes before the shock passage. As the shock
approached, the energy spectra gradually evolved to a bump with
a peak at ∼10 keV just before the shock passage (indicated by the
black arrows in Figure 4(e) and (l)). The energy spectrum only
adopts a power-law dependence at later times in the downstream
region. In the energy range 40–500 keV, a least-squares fit

provides a dependence E−1.07±0.18 in Figure 4(g) and E−1.31±0.01

in Figure 4(n).
In many aspects, the event on 2002/198 is similar to the

event on 2001/023 (Section 2.1.1), in terms of the weakly
anisotropic ST intensity increase observed upstream of the
shock and the development of a bump in the energy spectra
immediately before the shock arrival. However, the ST
intensity enhancement prior to the shock passage was much
more limited in time during the 2002/198 event than during
the 2001/023 event, especially at energies ∼10–20 keV.
The disparity of parameters inferred for these two shocks
in the different catalogs (Table 1) does not allow us to
discriminate whether the differences between the two events
are due to a change of shock obliquity, as one should expect if
the shock on 2001/023 was more parallel than the shock on
2002/198, allowing for an easy escape of particles streaming
along the field lines in the upstream region. On the contrary, we
believe that the upstream cavity observed immediately upstream
of the shock on 2002/198 (with depressed solar wind density
and magnetic field magnitude) played a role in the limited
extension of the upstream ST intensity enhancement by
confining low-energy ions (see similar examples in Lario et al.
2015, and references therein).

2.2. Events with Upstream ST Proton Population Increasing
Only at Low Energies: The Shock on Day 2001/304

The left panels of Figure 5 show, with the same format as
Figure 1, ACE data for the shock on 2001/304. High-energy

Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for the shock on day 198 of 2002.
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(50 keV) particles only exhibited intensity enhancements down-
stream of the shock. The upstream region for this shock was
characterized by low solar wind proton temperatures (∼104 K or
∼0.86 eV), relatively slow solar wind (∼320 km s−1), and a

smooth magnetic field. The shock was running into a structure
categorized as the IP counterpart of a coronal mass ejection (ICME)
by I. G. Richardson and H. V. Cane (www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/
ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm). Figure 5(a) shows that, prior

Figure 5. Same as Figure 1 but for the shock on day 304 of 2001.
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to the passage of the shock (at ∼304.0), ACE/SWICS
intensities started to increase first at 1/v∼ 0.7 s Mm−1

(E∼ 10 keV). As the shock approached, the intensity increase
was observed at lower and lower energies (indicated by the
white dashed line in Figure 5(a)), drastically intensifying at
energies below ∼5 keV at around ∼304.3. At higher energies
(>50 keV), ion intensities remained flat through the upstream
region (Figure 5(b)). Upstream of the shock, the magnetic
field was close to the radial direction, with an anti-sunward
orientation (Figure 5(h)) implying a small angle ALPHA
(Figure 5(i)) and therefore a good configuration for ACE/
SWICS to detect particles if those were flowing along the
magnetic field. The radial upstream magnetic field and the
nearly radial shock-normal orientations indicate a parallel
shock (i.e., virtually no V× B electric field) that, together with
the low upstream solar wind temperature (with a less energetic
upstream population), implies an inefficient shock in the
acceleration of particles to high energies and hence that the
ESP event was observed only at energies 10 keV.

The right panels of Figure 5 show Wind data for the shock on
2001/304. With the exception of the ∼55 keV channel of SST-
O, the Wind measurements are very similar to those by ACE.
Particle enhancements prior to the shock arrival were observed
only at low energies, with enhancements immediately upstream
of the shock at low 10 keV ion energies. Figure 5(q) shows that
the ∼8 keV ion intensity increased immediately before the shock

was highly anisotropic, with only μ∼1 intensities (greenish
traces) increasing for ∼4 hr before the shock arrival (the radially
outward magnetic field orientation with fGSE∼180° indicates
that particles with μ∼1 propagated in the anti-sunward
direction). It has been suggested that the smooth magnetic field
characteristic of ICMEs provides the appropriate conditions for
the scatter-free propagation of particles (e.g., Torsti et al. 2004).
Moreover, the catalogs of shock parameters agree with this shock
being quasi-parallel. Therefore, the conditions were propitious for
the observation of field-aligned particles streaming out of the
shock.
Figure 6 shows, with the same format as Figure 2, the

evolution of the energy spectra around the shock on 2001/304.
The low solar wind speed and temperature upstream of the
shock prevented a reliable measurement of the thermal portion
of the energy spectra by both ACE/SWICS and PESA-H. The
ACE/SWICS data show that the ST energy regime started to
populate only at low energies (10 keV). As the shock
approached, the energy spectra developed in a profile with a
hump peaking at ∼3 keV (indicated by the black arrows in
Figures 6(c)–(e)). The hump in the energy spectra built using
PESA-H measurements is not so well developed due to the
difficulty of this instrument close to thermal energies, but we
can discern a peak at around ∼1.5 keV, indicated by the black
arrows in Figures 6(i)–(m).

Figure 6. Same as Figure 2 but for the shock on day 304 of 2001.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 1 but for the shock on day 308 of 2003.
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2.3. Events without Measured ST Population Upstream
of the Shock

2.3.1. The Shock on Day 2003/308

Figure 7 shows, with the same format as Figure 1, ACE and
Wind data for the shock observed on 2003/308. This ESP event
was associated with one of the intense SEP events in the series
of events of 2003 October–November (see Figure 4 in Lario
et al. 2005a). Figure 7(a) shows the absence of ST particles
measured by ACE/SWICS throughout the upstream region of
the shock. Figure 7(b) shows that, apart from discrete counts in
the artificially generated 4.9–10 keV proton channel (orange
line), ACE/SWICS did not detect any proton increase upstream
of the shock. The only exception is the last 12 minute interval
prior to the shock arrival in the highest energies of ACE/
SWICS (black line in Figure 7(b)). The energy channel
47–68 keV of ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 was contaminated by
penetrating high-energy particles, whereas the higher-energy
channels of ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 gradually increased with
the arrival of the shock (blue and purple lines in Figure 7(b)).
The angle ALPHA oscillated around ∼135°, which might
hinder the observation of ST protons by ACE/SWICS if those
particles were present and flowing along the magnetic field.

Wind/3DP/SST-O data exhibited periods of flat spectra
throughout the upstream region of this shock. These periods are
easily identifiable in Figure 7(j), as those time intervals when
intensities of different energies (between 55 keV and 1.5 MeV)

overlap. As the shock approached, the intensities in the different
channels of SST-O separated, resulting in a steepening of the
energy spectra. By contrast, Wind/3DP/PESA-H exhibited
elevated intensities several hours prior to the shock arrival that
gradually decreased with time. The elevated intensities of PESA-
H resulted from penetrating high-energy particles of the prompt
component of the SEP event already on day 306 (not shown here).
Just about 1 hr before the arrival of the shock, PESA-H intensities
increased, which might constitute ST particles associated with the
shock. Figure 7(q) shows that the anisotropy associated with this
intensity increase was very weak with higher intensities at
μ∼−1 (that according to the field polarity corresponds to
particles moving in the anti-sunward direction, although all
intensities at different pitch angles increased immediately before
the shock arrival).
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the energy spectra around

the passage of the shock on 2003/308. In the top panels, we
indicate with open symbols when the particle intensities in the
lowest-energy channels of ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 (blue) and
ACE/EPAM/LEMS30 (gray) departed from the spectra profile
because of penetrating high-energy particles. The flattening of
the high-energy component of the spectra raises the question of
whether there is a connection between the thermal and high-
energy components of the spectra. However, ACE/SWICS did
not provide any counts above its sensitivity one-count level.
The only ST upstream counts provided by ACE/SWICS were
at the highest-energy end in the 12 minute interval prior to the
shock arrival (Figure 8(e)). The bottom panels of Figure 8 show

Figure 8. Same as Figure 2 but for the shock on day 308 of 2003.
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that the elevated intensities measured by PESA-H already
upstream of the shock resulted in an ST tail exhibiting a power-
law dependence that most likely was due to the decaying
intensities observed well before the shock arrival (Figure 7(j)).
This tail does not smoothly connect with the high-energy
component of the spectra (blue symbols) that had flattening
signatures (Figures 8(h)–(i)), which may be due to the presence
of SEPs affecting the high-energy counts of PESA-H. The
intensity in this ST tail was only enhanced as the shock
approached (Figures 8(j)–(l)) but without exhibiting any bump
or clear peak, as shown in the prior events. Immediately before
the shock passage, the slope of the spectra changed
(Figure 8(l)) as the higher energies (∼20 keV) increased more
than the lower energies. Far in the downstream region, high-
energy (>50 keV) particles reached a power-law spectrum E− γ

with γ=1.47±0.09 in the energy range 50–500 keV (black
dashed line in Figure 8(n)), but that does not smoothly connect
with the PESA-H measurements affected by the large down-
stream plasma temperature (Figure 7(e)–(m)).

2.3.2. The Shock on Day 2001/118

Figure 9 shows the intense ESP event on 2001/118. The main
characteristic of this event is the nonobservation of ST protons by
ACE/SWICS throughout the upstream region. The angle ALPHA
oscillated between 45° and 90° (Figure 9(i)), which might raise the
question about ACE/SWICS detection of ST protons if those
particles were present and flowing along the magnetic field. The
Wind/3DP data shown in Figure 9(j) show that PESA-H
intensities were at instrumental background level throughout the
upstream region with the exception of just ∼2 minutes before the
shock passage. Figure 9(q) details the ∼14 keV ion intensity
increase observed in association with the shock passage. Note that
intensities in Figure 9(q) are in the solar wind frame of reference.
We use Wind/SWE data for this transformation. The Wind/SWE
data gap at the time of the shock passage (Figures 9(k)–(m))
prevents us from obtaining a pitch-angle distribution just at the
time of the shock passage in Figure 9(q). The last data point prior
to the shock passage indicates a weakly anisotropic enhancement
with predominant intensities at μ∼1 (greenish lines). At higher
energies, both ACE/EPAM and Wind/3DP/SST-O data showed
similar ion intensities at energies 100 keV, indicating a flat
energy spectrum (between ∼50 and ∼150 keV) throughout the
upstream region (Lario et al. 2018).

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the energy spectra around
the shock passage. Throughout the upstream region, ACE/
SWICS did not observe significant counts in the ST regime
(Figures 10(a)–(d)). It is only downstream when a continuous
energy spectrum forms. PESA-H intensities did not start
increasing until ∼7 minutes prior to the shock passage
(Figure 10(j)), and it is not until 2 minutes before the shock
passage when a bump peaking at ∼8 keV develops in the
energy spectra (Figures 10(l)–(m)). The absence of a distinct
bump in the ACE/SWICS data might have resulted from either
the time resolution used to scan the different energies with this
instrument that led it to miss this limited particle increase or the
fact that the perpendicular magnetic field (ALPHA∼90°) did
not favor the observation of this presumably anisotropic
particle increase.

3. Discussion and Summary

The time evolution of the ST proton population around
shocks depends on (1) the efficiency of both shocks and
downstream plasma in accelerating particles (which depends on
the properties of both the shocks and the downstream
compression regions, as well as the presence and properties
of the seed particles subject to being accelerated) and (2) the
ability of the particles to propagate away from the shocks
(which depends on the relative speed of the particles with
respect to the shock velocity along the upstream magnetic field
and also on the plasma conditions found upstream and
downstream of the shocks). Our analysis focuses on item (2),
since it has been proven that shock parameters do not
unequivocally determine the properties of the ESP events
(e.g., Lario et al. 2005b), the role of the compression regions
has not been completely quantified (Fisk & Gloeckler 2012;
Zank et al. 2015), and the injection of particles from a seed
population into the processes of particle acceleration depends
not only on the shock parameters but also, among other factors,
on the presence of magnetic field fluctuations upstream of the
shocks (Giacalone 2005) and hence the diffusion processes
undergone by the particles around the shocks (Zank et al.
2006). Additionally, other factors that may affect the evolution
of the ST populations around shocks not addressed here include
the microstructure of the shocks that differentiates them from
planar structures on ion or electron scales and the fact that
shocks are not laminar and not necessarily stationary but can
reform.
Particle escape from the shock is determined by the

conditions that control the particle transport around the shock.
Under the assumption that particles propagate scatter-free along
magnetic field lines and that these field lines are straight on the
scale of the particle foreshock, the escape of particles from the
shock vicinity occurs when their speed parallel to the magnetic
field vP is larger than the speed of the shock along the magnetic
field in the upstream flow frame. Therefore, particles departing
from the shock front are able to reach distances farther away
from the shock in parallel (θBn∼0°) than in perpendicular
(θBn∼90°) configurations (e.g., Burgess 1995). When the
upstream plasma flow in the shock frame of reference is
directed along the shock normal n̂, we can express the speed of
the shock along the field line in the upstream flow frame of
reference as U sec Bnup q , where Uup is the upstream flow
velocity in the shock frame (e.g., Burgess 1995). In this
configuration, the observation of particles far upstream from a
parallel shock requires vP>Uup. As the angle between the
shock normal and upstream magnetic field becomes closer to
perpendicular, it becomes increasingly difficult for a particle to
escape from the shock. Additionally, particle gyration con-
tributes to bringing upstream particles back to the shock,
especially at perpendicular shocks. Therefore, particles with
small pitch angles (i.e., m∣ ∣∼ 1) are able to propagate farther
away from the shock than particles with m∣ ∣∼ 0. The energy
and pitch-angle dependence of the escaping particles produces
a velocity dispersion effect seen at the onset of the upstream
ESP intensity enhancements. The inability of low-energy
particles to escape from the shock results in the development
of a hump in the energy spectra peaking at a certain energy that
depends on the relative difference between vP and the shock
speed along the upstream field lines (e.g., le Roux & Webb
2012). The amplification of waves by particles streaming out of
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the shock modifies the propagation conditions for the particles,
resulting in more scattering processes that reduce vP and hence
the capability of the particles to escape from the shock and the
development of a hump in the energy spectra (e.g., Giacalone
et al. 1993).

Typically, the upstream plasma flow U is not completely
parallel to the shock-normal direction n̂, but it may form an
angle θUn with n̂. The component of the upstream plasma
velocity Ut perpendicular to n̂ and lying on the plane formed by
the upstream magnetic field B and n̂ contributes to the speed of

Figure 9. Same as Figure 1 but for the shock on day 118 of 2001.
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the shock along the upstream magnetic field direction Wb

measured in the upstream frame of reference. The speed Wb of
the shock along B is just the hypotenuse of the right-angled
triangle with one side Un, which is normal to the shock surface,
and the other side Ut−Un(Bt/Bn) (i.e., the transformation
speed into the de Hoffmann–Teller frame; e.g., Gurnett &
Bhattacharjee 2005), which is along the shock surface, in
which case Wb can be expressed as
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where Un and Bn are the components of the upstream flow and
upstream magnetic field along n̂, and Ut and Bt are the
components of the upstream flow and upstream magnetic
field perpendicular to n̂ and lying on the plane formed by B and
n̂ (i.e., Bn=B cos Bnq and Bt=B sin Bnq ). Note that when
Ut=0, the upstream flow is along the normal; i.e., Un=Uup,
and therefore Wb simplifies to U sec Bnup q . For each selected
event, Table 2 lists the shock speed in the spacecraft frame of
reference Vsh along the normal direction, the upstream solar
wind velocity Vsw in the spacecraft frame of reference, the
upstream magnetic field B, and the normal vector n̂ obtained
from the ACE Transient List (columns 2–5) and the ipshocks.fi
catalog (columns 7–10). We have used these parameters to
compute θUn (listed in columns 6 and 11), as well as Wb and

vesc=U sec Bnup q , where Uup has been computed as Uup=
VV nsh sw-∣ · ˆ∣ andθBn from the vectors B and n̂ listed in Table 2.

Note that for the shock on 2001/023, we have used Vsh, Vsw, B,
and n provided by the CfA catalog instead of ipshocks.fi because
of the generous error bars provided by the latter.
Figure 11 shows the phase-space distributions f (v) as

measured by ACE/SWICS (red symbols) and ACE/EPAM
(blue symbols) conveniently transformed into the solar wind
frame of reference at two different times before the arrival of
the shocks. In such a transformation, we have assumed that
particles propagate in the solar wind direction, and therefore we
have overcorrected for the Compton–Getting effect. Instead of
energy, in the two left columns of Figure 11, we express f (v) as
a function of v/vesc, where v is the particle speed and vesc=
U sec Bnup q . The values of vesc are listed in each respective
panel. In the first column of Figure 11, we have used the shock
parameters from the ACE Transient List, whereas in the second
column, we have used the shock parameters from the ipshocks.
fi catalog (with the exception of Figure 11(b2), where we have
used the CfA parameters). Similarly, in the last two columns of
Figure 11, we express f (v) as a function of v/Wb, where Wb has
been computed using the shock parameters from the ACE
Transient List (third column) or the ipshocks.fi catalog (fourth
column; with the exception of Figure 11(b4), where we
have used the CfA shock parameters). The values of Wb are
listed in each respective panel. Whereas the first two columns
of Figure 11 correspond to a 12 minute interval observed

Figure 10. Same as Figure 2 but for the shock on day 118 of 2001.
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Table 2
Shock Speed, Shock Normal, and Upstream Solar Wind Velocities and Magnetic Field Vectors for the Selected Shocks Used to Compute vesc and Wb

Shock Time ACE Transient Lista ipshocks.fib

SC Year/Day/UT [doy] Vsh Vsw [RTN] n̂ [RTN] B [RTN] θUn Vsh Vsw [GSE] n̂ [GSE] B [GSE] θUn
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

A 2001/023/10:06:36 [023.4212] 532 (411, −18, 5) (0.90, 0.22, −0.36) (−3.63, −0.26, 1.22) 27 582c (−417, 18, 7)c (−0.99, 0.01, −0.09)c (3.50, 0.60, 1.30)c 06
A 2002/198/15:26:14 [198.6432] 493 (410, −18, 0) (0.90, 0.38, −0.23) (4.85, −1.26, 0.88) 28 524 (−408, 29, −3) (−0.93, −0.24, −0.29) (−6.34, −0.40, −0.59) 24
A 2001/304/12:53:12[304.5369] 458 (327, 7, −9) (0.97, 0.22, 0.08) (3.49, −1.04, −0.59) 13 455 (−330, −3, −10) (−0.98, 0.04, −0.20) (−3.63, 1.42, −0.43) 10
A 2003/308/05:59:32 [308.2497] 779 (485, 9, 0) (0.98, −0.05, −0.17) (5.21, 4.54, −0.36) 11 491 (−490, 11, 2) (−0.47, 0.82, −0.33) (5.39, −4.84, 0.87) 61
A 2001/118/04:31:59 [118.1889] 905 (460, 38, 5) (0.97, 0.25, 0.07) (0.45, −6.20, −2.52) 10 992 (−468, −38, 4) (−0.98, −0.20, 0.01) (−1.07, 8.10, −3.48) 07

Notes.
a Normal vectors provided by www.ssg.sr.unh.edu/mag/ace/ACElists/obs_list.html, and Vsw and B averaged upstream of the shock.
b Normal directions, Vsw, and B provided by ipshocks.fi/ (Kilpua et al. 2015).
c Normal directions, Vsw, and B obtained from the CfA shock catalog at www.cfa.harvard.edu/shocks/.
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∼30 minutes before the shock arrival, the last two columns
correspond to a 12 minute interval observed before the arrival
of the shock (the next 12 minute interval already encompasses
some time downstream of the shock). Figure 11 shows that the
use of the different shock parameters to compute vesc or Wb

does not entail significant differences in the final shape of the
f (v) spectra. Similarly, the differences when scaling the particle
speeds v using either vesc or Wb are minimal because of the
small values of θUn (Table 2). The largest difference between
vesc and Wb is a factor of 2 observed for the shock on 2003/308
when using ipshocks.fi parameters because U departs the most

from the normal direction (with an exceptionally large value of
θUn=61°).
Figures 11(a1)–(a4) correspond to the energy spectra

observed prior to the arrival of the shock on day 2001/304
(Section 2.2). A significant peak in the ST regime develops
around v/vesc∼2. The speed at which the ST portion of the
spectrum (filled red symbols) increases is approximately
v=U sec Bnup q , or v=Wb (indicated by the vertical bars in
Figure 11). The shock on 2001/304 corresponds, on average,
to a quasi-parallel weak shock propagating into a region where
amplification of waves is inhibited (such as in an ICME) and

Figure 11. Two left columns: phase-space distribution functions in the solar wind frame as measured by ACE/SWICS (red symbols) and ACE/EPAM/LEMS120
(blue symbols) as a function of v/vesc measured in a 12 minute interval ∼30 minutes before the shock arrival and using shock parameters from the ACE Transient List
(first column) and the ipshocks.fi catalog (second column) to compute vesc (with the exception of the shock on 2001/023, where the CfA parameters have been used).
Two right columns: phase-space distribution functions in the solar wind frame as measured by ACE/SWICS (red symbols) and ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 (blue
symbols) as a function of v/Wb measured in a 12 minute interval just upstream of the shock and using shock parameters from the ACE Transient List (third column)
and the ipshocks.fi catalog (fourth column) to compute Wb (with the exception of the shock on 2001/023, where the CfA parameters have been used).
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the intensity of shock-accelerated high-energy particles is not
abundant enough to efficiently amplify enough waves. There-
fore, the conditions were appropriate for the development of an
extended ESP upstream region (observed for ∼12 hr before the
shock arrival; Figure 5(a)), the presence of anisotropic field-
aligned beams upstream of the shock (Figure 5(q)), and the
development of an energy spectrum that is consistent with
predicted upstream energy spectra, where peak energy gain
occurs for upstream particle speeds v/vesc∼2 when an
ambient particle distribution is adiabatically accelerated at a
structureless oblique shock under weak scattering conditions
(e.g., Decker 1983).

Under more general conditions (i.e., oblique shocks
propagating in a nominal solar wind where amplification of
waves is not inhibited), upstream ST particle increases are not
so extended in distance, and anisotropies are usually weaker.
For the event on 2001/023, the ST enhancement was observed
first at high energies starting ∼4 hr before the shock arrival
(Section 2.1.1). Figure 2 shows that the energy spectra
populated first at high energies until reaching a bump with
peak intensities around ∼6–10 keV. The energy spectra shown
in Figures 11(b1) and (b2) correspond to the energy spectrum
in Figure 2(d) but transformed into the solar wind frame and
scaled by vesc, where we can infer the development of a peak in
the ST energy regime. It is not until a few minutes before the
shock arrival when the bump in the energy spectra is clearly
noticeable (Figures 11(b3), 11(b4), and 2(2)), but with an
extended peak over the range 2v/Wb4 broader than the
peak in the case of the shock on 2001/304. In the 2001/023
event, the streaming of particles with v/vesc2 may have
been hindered by scattering processes occurring close to the
shock, impeding both the formation of a clear field-aligned
beam (Figure 1(q)) and the abundant arrival of low-energy
particles at the spacecraft. In order to reach the spacecraft
before the arrival of the shock, particles have to overcome the
scattering effects, hence the more extended and energetic peak
in the spectra in Figures 11(b3) and (b4) with respect to that in
Figures 11(a3) and (a4). Scattering processes also favor the
interaction of the particles with the shock and hence the more
energetic ESP event.

The ST enhancement for the shock on 2002/198 also started
at high energies but just ∼1 hr before the shock passage
(Section 2.1.2). Figures 11(c1) and (c2) correspond to the
spectrum in Figure 4(c) where the ST population first started to
increase at high energies. Figures 11(c3) and (c4) correspond to
Figure 4(d) and show that the ST spectrum had an extended
maximum at 2v/Wb4. The ST energy spectra started to
increase at speeds larger than vesc. The compact and brief
intensity increase in front of the shock on 198/2002 suggests
that the particle intensities in this ESP event were shaped by the
upstream depressed magnetic field and density region (indi-
cated by arrows in Figures 3(l)–(n)), which was responsible for
the confinement of low-energy particles near the shock front,
whereas only high-energy (50 keV) particles were able to
flow away from the shock. This depressed region may also
result from the effect produced by the ESP particles themselves
(Lario & Decker 2002; Lario et al. 2015).

Intensity peaks upstream of the shocks in panels (a), (b), and
(c) in Figure 11 at proton speeds ∼2–4 vesc could originate
from, among other processes, specular reflection or adiabatic
mirror reflection of particles incident from upstream, or by
transmission upstream of downstream particles (e.g., Balogh &

Treuman 2014, and references therein). Specular reflection,
which is the reversal of the particle velocity component normal
to the shock surface at a single interaction with the cross-shock
potential within the ramp of a structured shock, enables the
particle to escape back upstream or transmit through the shock,
depending on the incidence angle of the particle, that for
particles tied to the magnetic field depends on θBn. Adiabatic
mirroring, which refers to acceleration and reflection of
particles at oblique shocks, involves the reversal of an incident
particle velocity parallel to the upstream magnetic field and an
increase in its magnitude so that vP>vesc. The parallel speed
gained by particles adiabatically reflected at the shock front is
approximately ∼2vesc (e.g., Terasawa 1979). Orbits of particles
reflected adiabatically typically cross the shock (which can be
treated as structureless for ions with gyroradii much larger than
the shock thickness) many times during the reflection
processes, drifting along the motional electric field as they do
so, thereby gaining the parallel energy needed to escape the
shock. Finally, heated and accelerated ions from the down-
stream region of the shock can escape back upstream if their
parallel velocity exceeds that of the field along the shock
surface, e.g., due to further acceleration in the downstream
plasma or rearrangement of their perpendicular and parallel
velocity components due to pitch-angle scattering. Due to the
relatively low temporal, and therefore spatial, resolution of
the available particle data in our study, we are unable to resolve
the effects of the shock structure in producing the observed
upstream peaks of the energy spectra at specific values of a few
times vesc. The three processes described above may contribute
to the different extents of the observed upstream populations in
the first three shocks discussed here, and we have just described
the upstream particle spectra mainly according to the kinematic
constraint implied by the average shock geometry and the
range of vesc or Wb values implied from this geometry.
Finally, the lack of observed ST particles upstream of the

shocks on 2003/308 and 2001/118 (Section 2.3) suggests
elevated values of vesc or Wb or, equivalently, a more
perpendicular configuration for these two shocks. For the
shock on 2003/308, the values of θBn at ACE listed in Table 1
range from 22° (although with generous error bars) to 43°.
Note that the uncertainties of Vsh provided by ipshocks.fi would
translate into a broad range of values for vesc, whereas in
Figure 11(d2), we have just considered the central value of Vsh

provided by the catalogs without error bars. Figures 11(d1)–
(d4) show that the particle increase was observed just at the
high-energy end of ACE/SWICS and at ACE/EPAM/
LEMS120, and that corresponds to speeds well above the
computed values of vesc or Wb. Therefore, we suspect that this
shock was more perpendicular than the results of the shock
parameters listed in Table 1. In fact, if we increase Wb or vesc
(or, equivalently, increase θBn when keeping Uup constant), the
energies from which we observe the intensity enhancement
scale down to the value v/vesc=1 or v/Wb=1 (gray symbols
in Figures 11(d1)–(d4)), implying values of θBn close to ∼80°.
The gap between the thermal population (open red symbols)
and the high-energy enhanced populations (filled symbols)
observed upstream of the shock on 2003/308 suggests that
low-energy (10 keV) particles were not able to escape from
the shock vicinity. Therefore, in our distinction between
thermal and ST regimes, the gap indicates that low-energy
ST particles were not able to run away from the shock. One
might argue that the true ST upstream population starts at the
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energies at which upstream particle enhancements are
observed. However, the flattening or even rollover of the
energy spectra in the low-energy end of ACE/EPAM observed
prior to the shock arrival (Figures 8(a)–(e)) casts some doubts
on the existence of upstream ST particles (at least above the
sensitivity of the instruments and as per our definition of the ST
regime, which is independent of either the shock parameters or
the facility of the particles to escape from the shock vicinity).

Similarly, the shock parameter catalogs (Table 1) indicate
that the shock on 2001/118 was perpendicular at ACE (with
θBn>86°). This translates into large values of Wb or vesc. In
fact, for the parameters provided by ipshocks.fi, it is necessary
to reduce Wb or vesc (or, equivalently, θBn to ∼78°) to agree
with the energy at which we start observing upstream particles
(gray symbols in Figures 11(e2) and (e4)), whereas for the ACE
Transient List parameters, the values of B and n̂ in Table 2
already provide θBn=79°. The perpendicularity of the shock
on 2001/118 implies that ST particles were not observed
upstream of the shock. The shock catalogs also indicate that the
shock on 2001/118 was more oblique at Wind (θBn∼48°)
than at ACE, suggesting that particles could escape from the
shock vicinity easier at Wind than at ACE. The easier escape of
particles at Wind would have translated into the observation of
a small bump in the spectra just prior to the shock passage
(Figure 10(l)).

In Figure 11, we also analyze whether the common spectrum
v−5 suggested by Fisk & Gloeckler (2012, 2014) was observed
in our events. The solid purple lines in Figure 11 indicate the
slope v−5. Within the variety of spectra profiles observed
upstream of the shocks, the slope v−5 is only partially found
over very limited energy ranges within the ST regime. By
contrast, Figure 12 shows the energy spectra of f (v) a few
minutes after the shock passage where, according to Fisk &
Gloeckler (2014), the v−5 spectra are more easily developed.
For the purpose of comparing our observations with the results
of Fisk & Gloeckler (2012, 2014), we have scaled the speeds
with the value of Vsw averaged over the time interval when the
energy spectra in Figure 12 were measured (listed in the
different panels). The solid purple lines in Figure 12 indicate an
∼v−5 spectra. For most of the events, the downstream spectra
right after the shock passage show a smooth transition from the
heated thermal core population to the ST particles to high
energies, regardless of the properties of the ST upstream
population and shock parameters. A least-squares fit of an
f∝v− γ function to the ST ACE/SWICS data (filled red
symbols in Figure 11) over the velocity interval 1<v/Vsw<
9 has been performed (note that for the event on 2001/118, the
ST population detected by ACE/SWICS is restricted to large
speeds because of the elevated temperature and plasma speed
registered downstream of this shock (Figures 9(c)–(e)), and we
have limited the power-law fit to the interval 1.6<v/Vsw<
4). The values of the spectral index γ are listed in the respective
panels. They are consistently below 5, although within the error
bars, they agree with γ∼5. The overcorrection applied to the
transformation from spacecraft to solar wind frames may
translate to lower values of f (v) at lower speeds, and hence the
consistent values below 5. We also note that over certain speed
intervals, especially at the higher-energy end, the agreement
between the slope v−5 and measurements is excellent, but not
over the whole interval of measured speeds. Therefore, the

Figure 12. Downstream phase-space distribution functions in the solar wind
frame as measured by ACE/SWICS (red symbols) and ACE/EPAM/
LEMS120 (blue symbols) as a function of v/Vsw. The open red symbols
indicate data points in the thermal energy regime, whereas the filled red
symbols are in the ST regime. The purple lines indicate a dependence
f (v)∝v−5. The index γ in each panel has been obtained from a least-squares fit
f (v)∝v− γ to the ST ACE/SWICS data points over the interval 1<
v/Vsw<9.
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pump mechanism proposed by Fisk & Gloeckler (2012), if
present, must be efficient at lower energies and verifiable only
downstream of the shocks. We should indicate that for the
range of values for the density compression ratios rn of the
shocks listed in Table 1, quasi-linear diffusive shock accelera-
tion theory (Lee 1983) predicts power laws v− σ with slopes
σ=3rn/(rn−1) that are in the range between −4 and −6
(including v−5) observed downstream of the shock.

4. Conclusions

From the study of the five ESP events presented here, we
have tried to synthesize the different types of evolution that the
ST population exhibits around the passage of shocks near 1 au.
At one extreme, this evolution ranges from velocity-dispersed
onsets with energy spectra that fill gradually from high to low
energies, developing into a spectrum with a peak around a
few keV observed just before the arrival of the shock (e.g.,
2001/304, 2001/023). At the other extreme, there is a
complete absence of ST particles upstream of the shock (e.g.,
2001/118) or even sudden particle increases associated with
plasma structures formed upstream of the shock (e.g., 2002/
198). We wish to stress that the ESP events studied here are by
no means representative of the whole variety of events that can
be observed. The relationship between the shock parameters
and the ST proton evolution is not unambiguous, since the
shock parameters may differ using different computational
methods or local single-point information from nearby space-
craft (Table 1). Moreover, particles in an ESP event might not
only consist of those particles accelerated locally at the portion
of the shock intercepted by the spacecraft, but most likely they
might also include particles accelerated remotely at other
portions of the shock front or at distant downstream locations.
Irregular magnetic field structures upstream of the shock, as
well as ripples on the shock front, may produce a magnetic
connection between the spacecraft and distant regions of the
shock front where particle acceleration may be more efficient
than at the portion of the shock front intercepted by the
spacecraft (Decker 1990; Giacalone 2005; Johlander et al.
2016). Therefore, the local observation of a shock (with a given
set of shock parameters) is not necessarily correlated with the
particle signatures, which may originate from other regions of
the shock front (e.g., Giacalone & Neugebauer 2008).

It has been suggested that ST particles may serve as “seed”
particles to the mechanisms of particle acceleration to higher
energies (e.g., Thomsen 1985; Mason 2000). However, in our
events, the ST enhancements seen upstream of the shocks are
very limited in time prior to the shock arrival and completely
absent in the case of perpendicular shocks. The lack of ST
intensities far upstream of the shock challenges the existence of
STs as a seed population for particle acceleration, at least
during the passage of the shocks at 1 au, and it indicates that
solar wind thermal particles might be the predominant source
of accelerated particles. It is possible that ST intensities remain
below the sensitivity of instruments such as ACE/SWICS or
the background intensity level of Wind/3DP prior to the
passage of the shocks. Instruments with better sensitivity are
necessary to determine whether ST intensities upstream of the
shock can explain the particle enhancements seen at shocks.
Instrumental limitations have restricted most of the ST studies
to long-term averages, where the precise contribution of ST
populations to the particular processes of particle acceleration
at shocks and downstream regions cannot be detailed on an

event-by-event basis. However, these undetectable low inten-
sities would require a very efficient acceleration mechanism.
We do not exclude the possibility that traces of preexistent ST
material upstream of the shock may participate in the process of
particle acceleration, but the detailed evolution of the ST
population around the passage of shocks at 1 au does not allow
us to precisely assess the contribution of this material.
It is possible that the currently unknown dependence of the ST

population on heliocentric distance allows a more abundant ST
population close to the Sun. The IP shocks that start propagating
close to the Sun might find an environment rich in ST particles.
Accumulation of particles in the downstream region of the shocks
throughout their transit from the Sun to 1 au shapes the final
properties of the ESP events at 1 au. On the other hand, continuous
acceleration of thermal solar wind particles may also provide the
observed energy spectra downstream of the shocks, whereas traces
of ST heavy ions may explain the ion composition abundances
measured in ESP events (Giacalone 2017). Future inner helio-
spheric missions such as the Parker Solar Probe and Solar
Orbiter, as well as the Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration
Probe at L1, may provide answers regarding the contribution of
ST populations to the processes of particle acceleration during the
transit of IP shocks from the Sun to 1 au.

Data used in this paper can be downloaded from www.srl.
caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/ and sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/wind3dp/
data/wi/3dp/. We have usedWind/3DP data analysis software
available at https://github.com/lynnbwilsoniii/wind_3dp_
pros. We acknowledge all the teams of the science instruments
for making available their data used in this paper. We would
like to thank the anonymous reviewer for the remarks. This
paper uses data from the Heliospheric Shock Database,
generated and maintained at the University of Helsinki
(ipshocks.fi); the CfA Interplanetary Shock Database, gener-
ated and maintained at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics (www.cfa.harvard.edu/shocks/); and the ACE
Lists of Disturbances and Transients (www.ssg.sr.unh.edu/
mag/ace/ACElists/obs_list.html). This work is supported by
NASA-HGI grant NNX16AF73G and NASA/LWS grant
NNX15AD03G. D.L. acknowledges the support from NASA
Program NNH17ZDA001N-LWS. E.C.R. and D.L. acknowl-
edge NASA support under ACE grant NNX10AT75G.
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